Handshake.Logic
‘Area Maximum Check’
Always well informed –
on site right at the checkpoint.

Quota management
• **Always be informed**: Messages will inform you when a limit is reached. Live Reports show you the percentage of the occupancy rate for your venue.

Versatile
• **Limits for certain ticket categories**: User-defined counters allow limits for specific ticket categories. Automatically created system counters can control limits.

Even more security
• **Automated stop**: The checkpoints will stop automatically, when the maximum of people allowed in is reached. The count is done automatically during the ticket check.

Easy of use
• **Simple resetting of counters reached**: Reset the counter by one simple mouse click, e.g. in the Handshake.Logic ‘Mobile Monitor’, a keystroke on the Handheld.Gate ‘Soft Pinpad’ or by using a control card directly at the checkpoint.